
INCOME TAX FOR 
PARTNERSHIPS

Partnerships including MLPs, which have become popular in recent years, 
center on the cash flow and tax deductions generated by the enterprise’s fixed 
assets. To effectively manage a partnership, you need a software solution that 
provides deep insight into these areas.   

PowerPlan’s Income Tax suite delivers the insight, analysis and reporting 
capabilities partnerships need to understand cash flow and tax ramifications of 
assets within this partnership. For more than 20 years, PowerPlan’s Income 
Tax suite has been a solution for asset-intensive companies that want to 
more effectively reconcile book to tax transactions. This tax platform provides 
partnerships with the foundation for managing growth, improving visibility and 
optimizing the K-1 distribution process.  

Strategically plan for growth 
Because MLP investors expect strong distribution growth, MLPs must regularly 
evaluate acquisitions, divestitures and re-organizations as ways to achieve this 
growth. With PowerPlan’s Income Tax suite, you can model each proposed 
scenario and determine which options mitigate negative tax consequences and 
allow investors to retain the expected tax shield.

Improve visibility  
Given the complexity of partnerships, having visibility into the long-term tax-
deferred status of limited partner (LP) distributions is critical. PowerPlan 
Income Tax’s asset-centric processing and reporting allows your organization to 
defend tax positions while ensuring current and prospective unitholders have a 
clear view into their investment.

Accelerate K-1 and 1065 filings  
Your unitholders rely on timely delivery of K-1 forms in order to file annual tax 
returns, and PowerPlan Income Tax can help you meet those expectations by 
integrating book transactions throughout the year. As a result, when it’s time 
to process K-1s, the tax department doesn’t have to scramble to calculate the 
tax impact of complex activities such as drop downs, technical termination and 
disguised sales.

VALUE DELIVERED
Optimize Decision Making 
•  Quickly analyze the tax ramifications 

of proposed acquisitions and 
divestitures

•  Run depreciation forecasts for 
historical and future transactions

•  Develop and compare scenarios to 
determine optimum tax treatment 

Reduce Audit Risk
•  Leverage comprehensive reports for 

audits, 10-K, regulatory and other 
requirements

•  Improve operations by reducing the 
use of spreadsheets and increasing 
the time spent conducting strategic 
analysis 

Decrease K-1 Prep time
•  Automatically reconcile book-to-

tax transactions, including basis 
adjustments, for additions, transfers 
and retirements

•  Simplify the recording of asset 
contributions, technical terminations 
and disguised sales

•  Export tax asset information directly 
to K-1 filing software

A COMPLETE BOOK TO TAX RECONCILIATION AND  
TAX PLANNING TOOL FOR PARTNERSHIPS
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Book-to-Tax  
Reconciliation

Reconciles original book cost and tax cost, including interest, tax repairs, mixed services 
costs, etc.   

Provides reports that validate remaining tax depreciation 

Scenario  
Analysis

Develop scenarios showing how proposed new construction, acquisitions and divestitures 
impact future depreciation  

Calculate the sponsor’s potential gain/loss for a proposed transaction, including the 
projected tax ramifications

Partner Drop  
Down Toolkit

Facilitates the recording of drop downs from the sponsor to the partnerships, including 
differentiating between asset contributions and transactions that fall under the disguised sale 
rules

Provide full audit trail for the transaction

Technical  
Termination Wizard

Enables the technical termination of partnerships, including resetting the tax basis and 
restarting the depreciation for a set of assets

Export to K-1 Summarizes assets as required by K-1 filing software, expediting the filing itself and 
providing a full audit trail

Tax Repairs Identifies and processes tax repairs, which are units of work/property that can be expensed 
for tax but must be capitalized for book

Regulatory Support
Supports FERC-deferred tax reporting requirements and meets complex regulatory 
calculation and reporting requirements such as ARAM methodology and calculates FAS109 
Regulatory Asset, Liability and Gross-Up computations

Deferred Tax  
Management

Reports the total deferred tax liability and annual activity for each taxing jurisdiction


